Modern Workplace
Learning Portal

Easily accessible Microsoft 365 help, training and updates
It's not always easy to access Microsoft's own training content, and sometimes it's not even
obvious where to look. The constant avalanche of updates and new features can also be daunting.
As a user, how do you make sure you're accessing all the value Microsoft 365 has to offer, and also keep on top
of the latest changes to help improve your experience and productivity? To help with this challenge, we've
created a dedicated Modern Workplace Learning Portal so you can easily find the help and training resources
you need.

Organised, relevant content
The Learning Portal includes the latest self-service help
and training assets provided directly from Microsoft,
organised into easy to follow playlists that cover the
products or solution areas where you need help.
The playlists are based on our own training experience and
on feedback we receive from clients, so they are all relevant
and are part of a structured learning experience that's
designed to really help and support your users. We constantly monitor changes and updates from Microsoft
so, if necessary, we can make any changes to the playlists to keep them relevant and useful.

Whether you are new to Microsoft 365 or looking for
help to get started with apps like Microsoft Teams or
SharePoint, there are playlists to help take you through
the training you need.
Content is mixed, with short videos as well as screen images and
text, and there are useful links to more information from
Microsoft's user guides and support pages.

Boost productivity and adoption

Improve digital literacy

Improve efficiency, save time

Make the most of your IT investment
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A single point of access for your Microsoft 365 learning resources
The Learning Portal uses Microsoft 365 technology to provide a
modern user experience that is simple and easy to use. The service is
available on any device from any location and users are automatically
signed in securely with their normal Microsoft 365 credentials.
You can provide your users with access to the Learning Portal simply by registering them for the service.
Alternatively, we can install the Learning Portal into your own Microsoft 365 environment where we can then
customise pages, playlists and menu options to provide you with a learning experience that's seamlessly integrated
into your other Microsoft 365 services.

Help with new features
To keep you up to date with the latest features, the Learning

Portal also includes our own series of Microsoft 365 Insights
articles.
Every month we review all the changes Microsoft is rolling out to
Microsoft 365, including new features, updates and changes to the end
user experience. We consolidate all these updates, provide our own
comments and productivity tips, and then publish a regular Microsoft
365 Insights update to help you make the most of what's available.

Comprehensive coverage
The Learning Portal includes structured learning that helps with
common use cases and scenarios, such as for security or for remote
or hybrid working.
There is also comprehensive coverage across all the Microsoft 365 products
available in your service, including training playlists for the Microsoft Office
apps you use on your desktop.

An easy way to support adoption and use of Microsoft 365
As well as providing access to the training content you need, the Learning Portal also features
landing pages that are designed to support the Microsoft 365 adoption journey of your users and

your organisation as a whole.
These pages feature pre-built training playlists to help onboard new users to the service and to help users get
started with the most important Microsoft 365 products, SharePoint, OneDrive and Microsoft Teams.

Contact us now to book a demo or to find out more about MW Learning Portal
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